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Motivation and objectives 

 

Due to the accelerating and irresponsible consumption of the natural resources there is an 

increasing demand for technologies being in harmony with the nature and serving the ever 

increasing energy need of the mankind in a sustainable way. One of such solutions is the 

application of solar cells.  The development of solar cell technologies is unbroken since the first 

observation of the photoelectric effect by Alexandre Edmond Becquerel in 1839 and its Nobel 

Prize winning explanation by Albert Einstein in 1904. Throughout the recent years 

achievements of the researchers appeared in the mass production and competiting technologies 

appeared on the booming market. Around the millennium the silicon based solar cell production 

using bulk raw material was challenged by the new thin film technologies using new materials as 

well. Therefore development of Cu(In,Ga)Se2 based solar cells offers great opportunities and 

challenges today. Every element in its layer sequence needs more research and more 

fundamental understanding. One of such critical layers is the transparent front contact made of 

doped ZnO. 

Good conductivity and transparency are widely considered as opposite requirements. This 

concept is largely due to the fact that metals with overlapping band structure are commonly 

recognized as good electric conductors while visible transparency requires at least 3,3 eV 

forbidden gap. Doping such a wide gap material is a difficult task. Transparent conductive oxides 

(TCO) form an important exception in this context. 

Transparent conductive oxides (among them with the doped ZnO in the focus of my 

interest) are generally applied in the form of thin films with specific resistivity below 10-3 Ωcm 

and with visible transparency better than 85%. 

The purpose of my  work was to develop a deposition method of  Al doped ZnO TCO layers 

over large area substrate which is  compatible with the electrical and optical properties of the 

layers published  by other research groups but – contrary to the widespread approach – do not 

need the application of plasma emission monitoring and closed loop process control and substrate 

heating. 

The Research Institute of Technical Physics and Materials Science of Hungarian Academy 

of Sciences in cooperation with its for.mer spin-off company launched in 2001 a major research 

project aiming R&D of CIGS solar cells and deposition facilities. I joined this project after 



graduation and done the main body of my experimental work using the sputter chamber of this 

system.  

Some pilot experiments and measurements lead us to two further achievements: a gas 

sensor application of ZnO and the development of a novel in situ doping method 

My scientific results can be summarized in the following thesises: 

 

Thesises 

 

1. I have shown that it is feasible to prepare using reactive magnetron sputtering 

Aluminum doped Zinc Oxide (AZO) Transparent Conductive Oxide (TCO) layers with their 

conductivity in the 10-4 Ωcm range and transparency better than 85% respectively, while - 

contrary to the practice published in the literature - the deposition process is done without the 

use of Plasma Emission Monitoring (PEM), process control loop and substrate heating. [S1.2], 

[S1.3], [S1.5], [S1.7] 

 

2. I have mapped the power-voltage characteristics of the Al doped Zn target sputtered 

in Ar/O plasma and determined its domains in connection with different optical and electrical 

layer parameters. I have described the domains of power vs. reactive gas ratio diagram leading 

to transparent conductive, transparent insulating (i.e. electrically unfavorable for solar cell 

applications) and metallic layer respectively, as well as the regions where the plasma develops 

oscillating or hysteresis like behavior. [S1.5] 

 

3. I have shown first that during reactive sputtering of a Zn/Al target in Ar/O plasma 

there exists a characteristic region of the sputtering parameters where spontaneous and stable 

oscillation of the plasma properties occurs (instead of oxygen supply and power dependent 

hysteresis behavior). I have shown that this oscillation occurs in the composition of the plasma 

as well as in the chamber pressure and the target voltage. I have determined the sputtering 

parameters leading to stable and reproducible oscillations and hysteresis behavior of the Ar/O 

reactive plasma respectively. [S1.4], [S1.5] 



 

4. I developed a qualitative physical model for explanation of the mechanism of the 

observed stable and reproducible oscillations in the composition of the reactive plasma during 

sputtering of Al doped Zn target in Ar/O atmosphere. The model is based on the comparison of 

the oxidation and sputtering rates of the target surface. [S1.4], [S1.5], [S1.8] 

 

5. While studying the sensitivity of sheet resistances of ZnO layers against NH3 gas 

contact I have shown that reproducible deposition of a layer using a laterally inhomogeneous 

magnetron plasma onto a fixed substrate leads to a metal-oxide layer which shows different gas 

sensitivity at different points. [S1.1] 

 

6. I have developed a new doping method based on the evaporation of an Al pattern 

onto the surface of an intrinsic ZnO ceramic target followed by in situ doping of the ZnO thin film 

by RF sputtering of the prepared target. [S1.6] 
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